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S THE US ARMY painfully completes its
drawdown, its senior leaders are thinking
hard about creative strategies that substitute quali~
for quantity. While numbers always count, there
may be ways to significantly increase the quality and
combat power of a smaller Army, in particular, its
tactical maneuver units that constitute the lethal end
of the force. Human factors am crucial components
of America’s Army that can be exploited to compensate for a loss of mass on the battlefield. However,
traditional persomel management policies encourage rapid turnover and an individual replacement
system that work against the formation of powerful
small units. By recognizing and exploiting true “soldier power,” the Army can leverage human factors to
build combat power even as force structure declines
to record lows.
Effective, durable combat units are largely the
product of good morale, esprit and cohesion. Though
related, these human factors have distinct meanings
and important differences. A40rale is a subjective end
state that subsumes many different factors such as
leadership, suppoti services, unit history and tradition, weather, casualty rates and exposure to combat–
dated stms. It can be defined as the enthusiasm and
persistence with which a member of a group engages
in the pmcribed activities of that group. 1
Esprit is commonly defined as unit pride. While
not grounded in the small unit its presence can exert
tremendous influence over the individual and the
group. Esprit complements and reinforces morale and
cohesion through the mechanism of pride and devotion to the ~putation of the unit. It nAates the soldier
to the unit or institution, while cohesion dates soldier
to soldier.2 Implicit in the concept of unit pride is the
The viewsexpvssed in thisarticlean those of the authorand
do not puqoort to reflect the position of the Department of the
ArrnJ the Departmentof Defense or any other governmentofie
or agency.-Editor
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Cohesion k defied as the bonding
together of unit membem to enhance and
sustiin their commitment to each othe~ the
unit and the mikswn Centnd to the coheswn
concept is the indivtiud
desire h submit to
group norms. Khe soldier must feel a sense
of responsibility to the group and subordinate
personal concerns to the higher impe-”ve
of group we&hre.

acceptance of externally derived and formalized
behavior standads. These can extend to the minutia
of dress, military courtesy and drill, as well as insistence on prescribed modes of combat behavior or
adherence to previously defined standards in battle.3
While morale, esprit and cohesion all relate to a
soldier’s willingness to fight at a given place and
time, cohesion is defined as the bonding together of
unit members to enhance and sustain their commitment to each other, the unit and the rnission.4 Central
to the cohesion concept is the individual’s desire to
submit to group norms. The soldier must feel a sense
of niqmnsibility to the group and subordinate personal concerns to the higher imperative of group welfare, In high-performing combat units, this imperative can demand extreme personal self-sacrifke for
group survival or the achievement of group goals.s
Furthermore, cohesion has a vertical, as well as horizontal, dimension. In first-rate combat units, bonding occurs between soldiers and their leaders through
daily interaction. This phenomenon diminishes as
distance from soldier to leader incnmses. Whereas the
platoon sergeant or company commander may profoundly affect individual and group behavior in combat by direct influence, the brigade command sergeant major and division commander are remote
leaders whose direct effect on small units is limited.
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Most available evidence suggests that cohesion,
unlike morale and esprit, is fundamentally a primury
group phenomenon and occurs at the small-unit

17ze true test of cohesion k how
well unils perjiorm under extended combat
stress. During the Gulf WW, most combat
unih undkrwent a kmgthy precombat tminihg
period in whikh unh were brought up tijidl
strength. . . and the diktmctions of gamison
life were eliminated Actual combat wa of
extremely short duratib~ our opponents did
not fight weU and casualties were remarkably
bw . . . . On @tw=e ba#le&ki%, SOM4?KSmay
fight at the end of an extendkd and knuous

lbgktk tail.. . and against weknned
opponents for lengthy perihdk

level in squads, crews and platoons.6 While soldiers
may draw real strength from unit pride, their ability
to persevere, endure and remain determined in the
face of mounting combat stress is primarily a fi.mction of small-group solidarity.
The crucial importance of small-unit cohesion
takes on greater meaning when one considers the
future battlefield. In contrast to earlier periods when
weapon technology quired large troop formations
to deliver massed fu-es, warfare over the last century
has seen the progressive dispersion and decentralization of maneuver elements on the battlefield. As units
and soldiem disperse to survive, they no longer fight
under the commander’s direct influence. On more
lethal battlefields, small-unit leadership and cohesion
are defining characteristics for success in war.
Primary group cohesion is not the only important
component of combat performance. Generalship,
leadership, operational and tactical planning and
execution, logistics and intelligence are all critical
parts of the equation. But under the appalling hardships and stresses of combat, it is cohesion that keeps
fighting units together and enables the other factors
to come into play.

Evaluating Cohesion
US combat performance in Grenada Panama and
the Persian Gulf suggests that cohesion is first rate in
the Army. By measurable standards, such as absent–
without–leave and desertion rates, combat discipline, assaults, drug and alcohol incidents and performance in battle, cohesion seems to have been
ext.mmely high. However, without denigrating the
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Army’s impressive performance in these contingency operations, we can observe that real smallunit cohesion was not fi.dly tested. The true test of
cohesion is how well units perform under extended
combat stms. During the Gulf War, most combat
units underwent a lengthy pmombat training period
in which units were brought up to fill stnmgth, personnel allocations were stabilized and the distractions of garrison life were eliminated. Actual combat
was of extremely short duration, our opponents did
not fight well and casualties were remarkably low.
Additionally, popular support for the military was
high.7 On fiture battlefields, soldiers may fight at
the end of an extended and tenuous logistic tail, in
unfamiliar terrain and against well–armed opponents
for lengthy periods. Under these conditions, we cannot assume numerical or fire superiority. Cohesion at
the small-unit level will be an important precondition for success.
Scientific data suggests that small-unit cohesion
can be gRatly impmved.8 Numerous studies conducted in the 1980s concluded that although morale in
troop units was reasonably good-a result of higher–
quality soldiers, better leaders and more resources
for unit training —strong unit cohesion was lackin
due to the crippling effects of personnel turbulence. 5
At the squad, platoon and crew levels, turbulence
persists at rates as high as 150 percent annually.l”
Studies that evaluated stabilized tank crews
against standard crews revealed marked differences
in gumery and crew skills. Analysis conducted by
the Army Research Institute (AN) concluded that
over a five-year period, maneuver units at the
National Training Center (NTC) had achieved only
a 17–percent success rate against opposing force
units. Despite growing numbers of leaders who have
completed multiple NTC rotations, there was no
measurable improvement over a seven-year period.
From 1983 to 1987, the NTC reported that only 6.5
percent of training platoons “exceeded standards,”
while the great majority were rated “below standard”
or’’poor.”ll With fewer mources for extended field
training, lower unit manning levels and more operational deployments, improving performance standards will be a difllcult challenge for our Army, given
the current personnel management policies.

Defining the Problem
For mfiy years, Army personnel managers have
equated “personnel fill” with unit readiness. Units
assigned their full complement of school-trained
soldiers and leaders were rated filly combat xeady
from a personnel standpoint. While extremely effi-
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Vll Corps soldiem during the Gulf War
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cient from a systems viewpoint, it is much less so
when viewed from a capabilities perspective.
To reach their full potential, crews and squads
need time to build strong, cohesive primary groups.
Good equipment, training and leaders are not enough.
Trust, confidence and group identity are basic m@rements for high–performing combat units. All too
often, personnel turnover defeats our best efforts to
build effective, durable units. 12 Keep in mind that
the more technologically advanced the equipment
and the smaller the crew, the more important interdependent skills become. It does not matter how
good the training is if the resulting collective skills
are thrown away by a personnel management system
that values only efficiency.
Beginning in the 1960s, the Department of Defense adopted a systems approach to organizational
management based on econometric modeling and
cost and benefit analysis. This system continues in
full force, encouraging unit evaluations based on
easily quantifiable performance indicators. “Good”
units have high maintenance availability scores, gunnery scores, school attendance and property accountability. They have low accident rates, infrequent disciplinary problems, few “dead–lined” vehicles and
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score well on external evaluations that search for
quantifiable elements.
This emphasis on the quantifiable is desirable
from many points of view. It is objective and fair and
lends itself to establishing clear performance standards. It permits senior leaders to rapidly assess subordinate units’ conditions. But it has one grave
weakness-it
cannot measure intangible, hard-torate human factors that often enable smaller forces to
win against larger ones.
Tactical excellence, aggressiveness, inspirational
leadership and tenacity are difficult to assess numerically. Nevertheless, they are more important than the
peacetime performance indicators previously cited.
Since unit cohesion cannot be readily measured or
expressed numerically, it receives less emphasis than
other more tangible factors. 13
The transition to the All-Volunteer Force and the
rise of “occupationalism” in the early 1970s also
contributed to the decline of unit cohesion, Incentives such as increased pay, gradual relaxation in the
authority of fret–line supervisors and emphasis on
rapid promotion, vocational training and college
preparation lent a “marketplace” flavor to military
service at variance with traditional professionalism
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norms and subordination to group or unit goals. 14 In
essence, many incentives offered to attract recruits
into voluntary service also serve to weaken traditional sources of group bonding.
These changes were accompanied by progressive
consolidation and centralization of important leadership functions at higher command levels. Organizational autonomy and the small-unit leader’s ability
to apply positive and negative incentives eroded as
supply, military justice, promotion and messing
fimctions were consolidated. 15 Company leaders
were increasingly viewed as “place holders,” not as
autonomous decision makers exercising real authority. Over time, this process has degraded the linkage
between soldiers and their prirrmy leaders. The shift
to private rooms, off-post housing and greater off–
duty freedom has loosened the bonds among small–
unit members.
One can say the Army has identified this problem
and tried to compensate for the lack of small-unit
cohesion in its organizational approach to warfare.
The Cold War Army stressed big units, massive individual replacement systems and lavish resources, not
small-unit excellence. 16 The Army’s preference for
mass and fmpower, overemphasis on technological
solutions, methodical and linear approaches to
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operations and reliance on materiel superiority have
resulted in an organization built around its personnel
system. 17 In the near future, however, it will be hard
to wage traditional war. Declining budgets, reduced
force structure and an eroding military-industrial
base are changing the rules of the game.
Human factors, those hard-to-measure but critical
determinants of battlefield proficiency, will grow in
importance as our capacity to wage industrial age
war diminishes. In short, primary group bonding and
small-unit excellence will gain importance as materiel resources decline. These factors will become
more important in an information age Army, which
demands highly perishable technical skills and even
greater dispersion and small-unit autonomy. Tomorrow’s Army must win, not because it is bigger, but
because it is better. 18

A Bold Initiative
While official public assessments of Army readiness appropriately focus on positive force aspects,
the ha.rmfd effects of excessive persomel turbulence have been recognized for some time. In 1980,
Army Chief of Staff General Edward C. Meyer
announced plans to revamp the Army personnel
management system to relieve these effects. Dubbed
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the New Manning System (NMS), Meyer’s initiative
was a revolutionary attempt to focus personnel systems on unit cohesion.
The NMS was built around two complementary
programs: The Regimental System (TM) and the
Cohesion, Operational Readiness and Training
(COHORT) program. Meyer stated that the NMS
was designed to “reduce unit turbulence by meeting
most fiture unit replacement needs by unit rotation
rather than by individual replacement.” 19 While
discussion and debate focused largely on the perception that the NMS, and TRS in particular, aimed to
build unit pride and esprit, Meyer clearly understood
that the f~st and most important step was to build
strong, cohesive primary groups and that the only
way to do so was to stabilize soldiers in units for
lengl.hy periods.m
TRS’ purpose was to provide the soldier with continuous identification with a single ~gimen~ institution or location throughout a career. Through repeated assignments to the same ~gimental units and
locations, soldiers would experience recurring identification with a relatively small circle of peers and
leaders.21
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The NMS concept envisioned permanent affiliation with a numbered regiment, home–basing at a
particular Continental United States (CONUS) location and periodic overseas rotations. TRS strived to
enhance soldier identification with a regiment and
called for permanent unit affiliation with emphasis
on unit heritage, traditions, memorabilia and distinctive uniform items.
Where TRS focused primarily on home-basing
and aflliation, COHORT addressed the problems of
stabilization and unit movement. The basic idea
behind COHORT was to keep soldiers and leaders
together through the life cycle of the unit-typically
a standard three-year enlistment. COHORT units
rotated overseas as a unit from their CONUS home
base during the latter part of the unit life cycle.
Implementation of the NMS began in late 1982
with formal designation of several regiments and
integration of the first COHORT units into the Active
Component. Initially, these steps were taken on a
test basis. Overnight conversion of the Army to the
new system was never seriously considered due to
the massive short-term disruption that would inevitably ensue. Army leaders assurnd that experience
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with the new initiatives would lead to more “free
tuning” as the system adapted itself to the new personnel model.
The NMS went forwad with the energetic and
personal backing of Meyer and the deputy chief of
staff for Persomel (DCSPER), Lieutenant General

Good equipmen~ tnzining and
leaden are not enough. lkus~ confidence
and group idenliiy are basic requirements for
high+e~oiming combat unrls.
AU too ofle~ pemonnel tuznover defeats our
best effoti to builii effective, dumble uniks.
Keep in mind that the more technologically
advanced the equipmen$ and the s&r
the
crew, the more imponkmt inteniependent
skilk become.

Robert M. Elton, attended by high hopes for strong
gains in personnel effectiveness and unit cohesion.
professional journals were awash with articles supportin NMS concepts and implementation strategies.2! NMS cells in the offices under the DCSPER,
the Military Personnel Center and other Army agencies proliferated. Mass redesignation ceremonies
became the order of the day.
Yet, within five years, both TRS and COHORT
lay dormant, stripped of institutional support. The
Army returned to the individual replacement system
it had never @ly left, and the NMS found itself
labeled, privately if not publicly, a failure.
Why did the Army reject the Meyer initiative?
Without going into a detailed analysis of the organizational and bureaucratic politics surrounding the
issue, one can surmise that the attempt to change
from an individual to a unit replacement philosophy
required a fundamental shift in the Army’s organizational culture. To be successful, the NMS required
the Army to look at itself in a different way. Even
with the support of top Army leaders, this proved to
be “too hard to do” within the tenure of a single
chief of staff.
Following Meyer’s retirement, successive chiefs
of staff were absorbed with organizational challenges of their own such as the light division initiatives, conversion to the Army of Excellence and
force modemization.23 Tactical commanders were
asked to administer both COHORT and existing persomel programs concurrently b mixing individual
and unit replacement schemes. & Veterans groups
protested Army decisions to exclude some historic
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regiments from TRS. Traditional emphasis on “generalist” career patterns continued undisturbed as
leaders migrated between light and heavy units at
home and abroad.
But the most damaging blow to COHORT and
TRS was personnel bureaucracy opposition. Local
and Army-level personnel managers resisted taking
the necessary steps to make the concept a nmlity.
Little was done to implement the NMS in the field
beyond redesignating certain units and notionally
affiliating soldiem with regiments. By 1989, only five
years after TRS implementation, requests for mtum
assignments to a soldier’s affiliated regiment went
unheeded, and the signifkance of TRS was R&cd
to wearing the unit crest on the uniform blouse.

Getting What You Pay For
Why should the Army alter fi.mdamenta.loperating
routines and switch to a unit replacement system?
Aside from the urgent need to find new sources of
combat power for a smaller Army, the historical
record provides disturbing evidence of the failure of
the individual replacement system in this century’s
major conflicts. One can make a compelling argument that the Army prevailed in these conflicts
despite its personnel management practices.
Military psychiatry has long known that continuous exposure to front–line combat stress makes
psychological breakdown virtually inevitable.25
Excepting sociopathy or other forms of aberrant psychological behavior, the average soldler’s endurance
in combat can be gauged with fair accuracy. The
leadership challenge is to extend the combat soldier’s endurance as much as possible. Experience
has shown that the individual replacement system is
the least effective way to prottxt the soldier fkom the
debilitating effects of combat stress.
In World War II, the average combat soldier knew
with dreadful certainty that aside from death, serious
wounds or desertion, there was little chance of escaping from the awesome burdens of combat. This
sense of hopelessness was not materially affected by
the knowledge that the Allies had turned the comer
and no longer feared defeat. The enormity of this
burden is revealed by the fact that in the fall of 1944,
after the bm.kout from the Normandy beachhead,
US infan~ E iments suffered 100-percent losses
every 90 days. f 6 A high number were psychiatric
casualties.
With no unit rotation system and very high levels
of persomel turbulence, soldlers could rarely count
on familiar associations or small-unit cohesion. It is
small wonder that so many combat soldiers-alone,
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friendless and cut off from the therapeutic effects of
comradeship and community—broke
mentally
when they were not wounded outright or evacuated
because of disease. While the personnel system
worked effectively to make up these losses, it took
scant notice of the woeful rate at which these combat
replacements soon became casualties themselves.
In recognition of the large-scale breakdown of
units and soldiers who served in combat “for the
duration,” Army planners limited service in Vietnam
to 12 months. For most ofilcers, six months in the
combat zone was the norm. Despite lessons learned,
the individual replacement framework remained
intact. Combat platoons and companies continued to
resemble holding organizations, while soldiers and
leaders rotated through in a never-ending cycle of
arrival and departure. Death, wounds, disease, drug
use, psychological problems, disciplinary action,
desertion and posting to nmr areas displaced many
combat soldiers before they could reach their normal
date eligible for return from overseas. Small-group
cohesion and morale began to erode with the departure of the first iteration of “regulars,” who had
arrived in 1965 and 1966.
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The problems of the Vletnam+ra Army have
been widely discussed and debated. Drug use, officer assassinations, poor leadership, sterile tactics,
faulty strategy and many other failings have been
ascribed and condemned.27
In the search for
answers to dysfunctional performance in Vietnam,
however, the Army personnel management system
did not emerge as a central problem. In retrospect,
it is difficult to see how anyone could expect poorly
trained conscripts fighting an unpopular war in the
company of relative strangers to perform well. Perhaps, given the preference for big–unit operations,
helicopter mobility and massive firepower that
typified US operations in Vietnam, no one really
did.
Yet, there were alternative models to be studied.
John Baynes’ classic history A40rale, an account of a
British infantry battalion sent off to war in 1914,
describes in detail the British approach to persomel
management in wartime, Virtually every leader and
soldier was a veteran. Despite long service in the
line and a series of fearful engagements, the battalion continued to fi ht cohesively and effectively
throughout the war. 5 8
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Although by war’s end ve~ few of the original
soldiers remained, the British practice of periodic
rotations out of combat, regular drafts of replacements from regimental training depots, use of recalled reservists with previous service in the regiment and return of wounded veterans to their old
units all helped to sustain unit pride and cohesion.
The esprit and cohesion of the mgimen~ with all its
features of an extended family and unique customs,
tmditions and codes of behavior, lent sanity and support to young men engaged in the most sanguinary
conflict the world had yet seen. If, as many experts
assume, the “people who really count in battle are the
commanders and fighters at battalion and below,”
then the regimental system practiced in British Commonwealth armies sustained the will to fight to a
remarkable degree.29 It did so, not because its fighting soldien transfemd their primary group loyalties
to the regirnen~ but because the ~giment proved an
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ideal instrument for promoting, protecting
and sustaining primary groups amid the
harshest conditions imaginable.
During World War II, the Wehnnachtrnanaged to achieve similar performan~ levels
by following a sensible program of unit rotations out of the battle line. Untii n31ativelylate
in the war, German divisions on the Eastern
Front (with an avemge strength of 12,000)
we~ considered “used up” and withdrawn
for resg retraining and replacements when
their mtion strength dropped below 1O,(XMI.
In comparison, rifle companies in General
George S. Patton Jr.ss US Third Army averaged 55-pement strength in 1944 despite the
individual ~placement system.m Most German divisions maintained training depots for
the reception and integration of ~placements
instead of sending them piecemeal to the
front lines. As the war gmmd on, combat
units wem reduced in size, and veterans were
caxefidly distributed to form the nucleus for
strong primary groups.31
Strenuous measures were taken to ensure
that junior leaders were experienced and
competent. For example, a US infantry
company might boast 150 soldiers and four
or five inexperienced lieutenants; a German
infantry company might carry 50 to 70 soldiers on its rolls with a single seasoned officer in canmand.32 The German noncommissioned officer (NCO) corps was not
diluted to Rplace offker losses, which might
largely have destroyed the basis for small–
unit cohesion, and lengthy NCO training courses
wem continued right up until the war’s end.
These practices stood in marked contrast to US
Army policy, which kept units in combat indefinitely
and replenished them with a continuous stream of
new conscripts. Where the German army strove by
all available means to nurture its small units, which
it considered the basis of its combat power, the US
Army seemed unaware of the relationship between
unit cohesion and soldier performance. The virtues
of US military performance in World War II, Korea
and even Vietnam are many, yet we cannot ascribe
our battlefield successes to the personnel system. On
the contraty, many of our battlefield failure can be
directly linked to an inability to grasp the signitlcance and importance of small-unit cohesion.
These lessons, purchased at gmt cost by earlier
generations of American combat soldiers, retain
their impact today. They suggest that unit replace-
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ment systems and a true emphasis on cohesion are
worth the organizational inconveniences and short–
term “teething” problems that inevitably accompany
changed operating routines and new initiatives.
However, it should be noted that one replacement
system will not work effectively for both a peacetime
and wartime Army.

Toward a Personnel System that Works
The Army personnel system can provide the kind
of stable supporting environment needed to make
cohesion, esprit and morale a reality in the US Army.
In theory, Army personnel management has one
overriding purpose: to support the force so its units
will fight to their maximum potential. The best way
to do this is to stabilize soldiers’ assignments to small
units and provide leaders who are known, trusted and
proved through long service together.
Pride in the unit is the glue that binds soldiers to
one another, to their primary fighting units and to
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their leaders. This same pride binds leaders to leaders. Cohesive units are made up of comrades, not
strangers. To live up to the standards of the unit and
to the expectations of one’s leaders and peers is a
profound source of motivation in combat. The trust
and support of one’s fellows is the best possible
defense against combat stress. Taken together, cohesion, esprit and morale enhance and sustain each
other by creating unit environments that breed confidence, durability and the expectation of success.
Although stability and leadership are the keys to
unit cohesion, other personnel system features can
play significant support roles. One organizational
dynamic that is often overlooked in combat performance studies is the horizontal cohesion shared by
leaders within a unit.
When leaders know, trust and understand each
other through long association, a true synergistic
effect magnifies the contribution of individual leaders and makes the whole more than the sum of its
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parts. Coordination is simpler, decision aqd action
cycles are faster, task organization is smoother and
battlefield friction is reduced. In short, the prospects
for effective teamwork are greatly improved.
To achieve these results, the Army must wrestle
with some of its strongest institutional “truths.” It
must concentrate its best leaders in combat units and

/l%e New Manning System of 1980]
was a nwohdhuzry attempt to fmus pemonnel
systems on unit coheswn . . . . [and] was
designed to “reduce unit turbulence by
meeting most fiture unit rephzcement needs
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at home and&mad
But the most&unaging
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bureaucracy opposition
to dnh-kter

both

keep them them. When due for troop duty, soldiers
and leaders will return to the same brigade. Genuine
vertical and horizontal cohesion demands an end to
migration between branch communities—light,
heavy, armor, cavalry-and calls for long-term service in one brigade within a combined arms framework. Training units must be aligned with combat
units. Replacements will come to combat brigades in
packages instead of as individual ~placements, with
ready-made fi-iendships and socialization into the
unit’s history and traditions long before they amive.
There me arguments against this kind of reform.
Some feel that leaders cannot be professionally
developed without exposure to many different
assignments and experiences.33 Others worry that in
such a system it may not be possible to expose every
leader to the jobs needed for fhture success. Many
detractors believe that efficient persomel management would go out the window or that the effects
associated with transitioning from an individual to a
unit personnel management system would “break”
the fome.
These criticisms have merit, but they must be
weighed against the potential gains. The success of
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many senior leaders who served exclusively in one
community demonstrates that professional schooling, self~evelopmen~ combined arms training and
talent are perhaps more important than a succession
of tours which expose leaders to multiple environments while denying them real opportunities to truly
master any particular one.34
Also, it is useful to bear in mind that other armies
have wrestled with these problems and ovemome
them. Wkh modem data processing systems, personnel managers can administer this system more
effectively, especially when much of the burden is
borne by the units themselves.
I suspect that the true basis of dissent is an unwillingness to move away from cherished organizational
routines. Despite the warning signs-loss of fhndi.ng,
fome stmcture and advanced bases oveme.as—which
alert us to the fact that “business as usual” is no longer
possible, decades of institutional muti.ne have cmted
an inertia that makes d change extremely diflicuk.
It is possible to change the way entrenched bureaucmcies function, but the obstacles to change should
not be undenxstimated. Sustained commitment and a
detailed implementing strategy must complement
good ideas. An Army personnel system that values
human f~tors and strong, proud units is one good
idea that deserves to succeed.
Small-unit excellence matters in a smaller Army.
Even in aggressive offensive operations, smaller,
weaker armies have oflen triumphed because they
wem better. Encouragingly, the transition to a unit
replacement system need not be expensive, and it
need not disturb the tactical organization and functioning of combat maneuver units. Soldiers can put
down roots in local communities, build equity in
their own homes and develop professionally in the
company of known and trusted comrades.
But the ultimate payoff is battle, where we might
confidently expect the greatest return. For combat
soldiers, trust in one another and their leaders is the
f~e that welds successful units together and makes
them winners. A new look at this old idea can show
us how to build real combat power at little cost.
As the Army completes the final stages of the
drawdown, stabilization should increase dramatically with a largely CONUS-baSed Army, eliminating many of the associated problems already
discussed. Stable, cohesive units represent a simple, cornmonsense strategy for improving combat
power. While it maybe difficult to measure resulting improvements in cohesion, morale and esprit
quantitatively, they will be A, tangible and lasting.
A revised persomel management philosophy s~s-
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[Human futam] willgain imponlznce as nuu@til resomes decklne. l%ese fmtom
will become more iinpo~
ih an infonnatiun age by,
whikh dkmandk highly petihubli?
techniad skilk and even greater dtipemwn and small-nil autonomy.
me success of many senwr kadem who served exclusively in one communily
denumstnztes tipmf~swnul
schootig, se&ievelbpme@ combined arms tnzining and takmt
are perhaps more important thun a successwn of toum whzkh expose leaden to mulliple
environments whilk denytig them real oppotintis
to truly master any putkukr one.
ing unit replacement can go far to offset 10ssof combat power due to a smaller force structure. The costs

are not prohibitive —surely the gains are worth
nxhing for. Ml?
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